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ABSTRACT

In order to check the ability of the simplified
assessment procedure (A16 guide) to predict fatigue
crack growth, a benchmark problem was conducted.
This work is carried out under the project "agreement
on the Exchange of Information and Collaboration in
the field of Research and Development of Fast Breeder
Reactor's (FBR) between Europe (EU) and Japan".
Experimental work is conducted by PNC using Air
cooled Thermal transient Test Facility (ATTF).
Specimen is a thick wall tube containing a semi
elliptical (3D) circumferential crack and subjected to
cyclic thermal transients. The constitutive material is
the 304 austenitic stainless steel type SUS304.
Due to thermal shock (650°C-300°C) the stress
distribution through the wall is non-linear and well
approximated using a 3rd order polynomial.
When comparing computations and tests data we
observe a good agreement for the crack propagation in
length. In crack depth, accurate results are obtained in
the first part of the test, but on the later stage of the
experiment the computations slightly underestimate the
propagation (deep crack).

Finally, the differences between experimental and
calculated results are examined and preliminary
explanations are given. Some differences are probably
in connection with the following points:

- the material constants of the Paris's law used does not
take into account the accurate frequency effect (~ 0.005
hertz),
- analyses are performed with the instant of the
transient which maximises the thermal gradient through
the wall (uncracked structure criteria) for all crack
sizes. Detailed analysis taking into account other
instants of transient which maximise the stress intensity
factor range, AKi , for each crack size, would better
estimate the crack propagation in depth especially for
deep crack.

In addition, we notice the importance of good
evaluation of fracture mechanics parameters for non-
linear stress distribution through the wall. At present
A16 guide handbook gives stress intensity factor
solutions for non-linear stress distribution through the
wall.
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INTRODUCTION :

Benchmark problems on cyclic crack growth have been
exchanged between PNC (Japan) and CEA (EU).
A series of thermal fatigue crack growth tests on thick
wall tube has been carried out by PNC using Air
cooled Thermal transient Test Facility (ATTF) [1]. We
consider here one of them which is characterised by a
circumferential semi elliptical crack.
An outline of thermal fatigue crack growth test is first
given. Then, the simplified crack growth evaluation
method of A16 is briefly presented.
Finally the calculated crack dimensions as a function of
number of cycles, obtained using A16 procedure, are
compared with the experimental data.

1- ATTF THERMAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
TEST:

Specimen : The shape and dimensions of the specimen
are given in figure 1.
The outer diameter is 130 mm and the thickness is 30
mm.
A circumferential semi elliptical crack is located on the
inner surface of the tube.
Initial notches were machined by electric discharging,
the depth is 3 mm and the length is 15 mm.

Loading conditions:
The specimen was first uniformly heated up to a
temperature of 650°C using an electric furnace. Then
the specimen was subjected to cold transient for 90
seconds using pressurised air on the inner surface.
After that the thermal gradient reduces with time as the
airflow is stopped. Figure 2 shows test facilities.

Figures 3 and 4 show temperature history
experimentally measured on uncracked structure.

Instant 60 s maximises the thermal range through the
wall, the value is 245°C.

Material data:
The specimen is made of 304 austenitic stainless steel
type SUS 304, water-quenched after 4 hours at
1050°C. The chemical composition (wt.%) is given by
the following table:

The Paris's law was obtained from small specimens
using Center Crack Tension (CCT) specimens :

c
0.055

Si
0.75

Mn
1.73

P
0.018

S
0.002

Ni
10

Cr
18.4

Fe
bal.

The main characteristics at 650°C are : Young modulus
E = 144 200 MPa, Yield stress cy = 85.7 MPa,
Thermal expansion coefficient a = 2.11 10'5 °C ~],
Poisson's ratio v = 0.314,

[dNJ
where da/dN is the crack growth rate in mm/cycle and
AJ is the J-integral range in N/mm. The material
constants Cf = 1.4983 10"5 and mf = 1.8158 are
assumed to be temperature independent in the range
from 450°C up to 650°C.

Thermal fatigue crack growth results:
The crack depth, a, increases from 3 up to ~20 mm and
the half-length, C, from 7.5 mm up to ~ 57 mm after
8000 cycles.

2- A16 SIMPLIFIED CRACK GROWTH
EVALUATION PROCEDURE
Former investigations have been conducted for other
test cases with axisymmetrical or longitudinal crack.
We use some of data available especially thermal-
elastic results. Stress distribution was given using a
parabolic polynomial.
In these test conditions, the stress ratio R is generally
assumed to equal 0.

The simplified method used is proposed by A16
document [2]. This procedure is discussed and
described in reference [3], the outlines are given here.

Crack growth rate : = C f (AJ ~ ) !

\dN)
Effective crack driving force range :

AJ, i fR<0

with R = ^ -

Crack driving force range simplified assessment :

k]Al6: Attenuation factor for remote secondary loading

relaxation (see fig.5)
k2Al6 : Plastic amplification factor based on reference

stress method (see fig.6)
A16 procedure accounts for plasticity using Neuber's
hyperbola. The A16 guide recommends, in presence of
non-linear stress distribution through the wall to
consider only the linear component.

But non-linear stress distribution through the wall is
taken into account for the computation of the stress
intensity factor, A16 guide proposes solutions.
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K = [G0 i0 + CTi ii (a/t) + cr2 i2 (a/t)2 + cr3 i3 (a/t)3

+ o4 i4 (a/t)4]
a is crack depth, t is thickness, the coefficients i0, ii, 12,
i-s, U are tabulated.

The coefficients are given in depth and surface
locations for a broad range of geometrical
characteristics of structure using radius over thickness
ratio from 1 to °° and for geometrical characteristics of
the crack.

* Preliminary results:
The fatigue crack propagation obtained using A16
procedure is compared with the experimental one:
- in surface,
- and in depth
Computations underestimate crack growth rate (fig. 7):
- most of crack growth in depth,
- especially on the early stage of the experiment, in
surface, at least up to 2000 cycles. However at the end
of the test calculated and experimental results are in
good agreement.

* Observations and complementary studies :

- Paris's law influence :
To look for the influence of Paris's law on simulations,
we have tried to optimise the coefficient of Paris's law
to check if a better fitting of experimental results could
be obtained.

Better results are obtained with 1.26 multiplied factor
(fig. 8). But "optimised" Paris law could not be
sufficient to get the best agreement with
experimentation simultaneously for crack length and
crack depth propagation.

It is however to be noted that the fatigue crack growth
data used was obtained without dwell period. Due to
the temperature level and the transient duration the
dwell time could affect the propagation rate. The
appropriate Paris's law taking into account dwell period
would conduct to better estimate crack propagation.

- Loading assumption:
Another technical issue is in connection with instant of
the thermal transient considered.
The instant 60 s maximises the thermal gradient
through the wall for uncracked structure but for deep
crack other instants give slightly higher values of the
stress intensity factor range, AK^n,, in the depth of the
crack. This is in connection with the variation of stress
distribution through the wall during thermal shocks.
Detailed analysis taking into account other instants of
transient, which maximise the stress intensity factor
range, AKj , for each crack size, would conduct to

increase the calculated crack propagation in depth
location.

In surface, 60 s maximises the stress intensity factor
range for all crack size.
For the propagation in length, this type of problem
therefore does not exist.

* New thermo elastic analysis :
Further investigations were made and new thermo-
elastic analyses were performed.
An axisymmetrical finite element model is used taking
into account the temperature gradient through the wall
(10 layers of quadratic isoparametric elements in the
thickness direction).
The dependence of material properties with
temperature has been considered.

A 3rd order polynomial accurately represents the
calculated thermal stress distribution through the wall,
as shown in figure 9.

Calculated and experimental results are given in figure
10.

We notice for deep crack a negative value of the stress
ratio R, which gives a closure effect and we take it into
account as proposed by Al 6 method.

The surface crack growth simulations are found to be
in good agreement with the experimental data. The
A16 method allows predicting crack growth
acceleration in the early stage of the experiment and
crack growth deceleration after 2000 cycles.

For crack growth in depth, calculated results are in
good agreement with experimental data at the
beginning of the test. On the later stage of the test
crack growth, the slight deceleration is not simulated
accurately. Calculations always underestimate the
propagation in depth (see fig.7).

CONCLUSION :

Due to thermal shock (650°C-300°C) the stress
distribution through the wall is non-linear and well
approximated using a 3rd order polynomial.
When comparing computations and tests data we
observe a good agreement for the propagation in
length. In crack depth, accurate results are obtained in
the first part of the test, but on the later stage of the
experiment the computations slightly underestimate the
propagation (deep crack).

Finally, the differences between experimental and
calculated results are examined and preliminary
explanations are given. Some differences are probably
in connection with the following points :
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- the material constants of the Paris's law used does not
take into account the accurate frequency effect (~ 0.005
hertz),
- analyses are performed with the instant of the
transient which maximises the thermal gradient through
the wall (uncracked structure criteria) for all crack
sizes. Detailed analysis taking into account other
instants of transient which maximise the stress intensity
factor range, AKt , for each crack size, would better
estimate the crack propagation in depth especially for
deep crack.

In addition, we notice the importance of good
evaluation of fracture mechanics parameters for non-
linear stress distribution through the wall. At present
A16 guide handbook gives stress intensity factor
solutions for non-linear stress distribution through the
wall.
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Figure 1 : Cracked Specimen
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Figure 2 Simplified flow diagram of ATTF test facilities [2]

Figure 3 : Temperature history
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Figure 4 : Temperature distribution through the wall
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Figure 5 : klAU calculation
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Figure 6 k2Al6 calculation

Preliminary results
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Figure 7 : Calculated and experimental crack growths versus number of cycles
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Figure 8 : Influence of Paris's law on simulation
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Figure 9 : Axial stress distribution - New thermo elastic analysis
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Figure 10 : New calculation
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